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You notice your concrete is becoming uneven: how do you stop further settling? 

Unfortunately, there is not a lot you can do, but there are a few simple things that can help 

prevent further settling. 

 

1. Seal Cracks and Joints – If these cracks or joints are breaking all the way through the 

concrete, water can get under the concrete causing the soil to settle. By sealing these 

cracks with concrete caulking, we can help stop further settling of the soil. For larger 

cracks, you might want to add a backer rod into the crack before the caulking, so you 

don't use as much caulking. 

 

2. Downspouts – Downspouts need to be located at least five feet from concrete 

sidewalks, driveway or even your patio. Water running across concrete can lead to soil 

settling. 

 

3. Surrounding Soil – The edge of where concrete meets your grass or soil can make a big 

difference. You don't want to have curbs that hold water in or have loose soil adjacent 

to the concrete.  

 

This is not what you want to hear, but the best time to prevent soil settling is before the 

concrete is even poured. Having soil compacted beforehand will save a lot of grief and cost 

down the line. But I’m assuming if you're reading this, that it’s already too late. So, consider 

hiring Tillotson to inject foam under your concrete to raise and stabilize it. Otherwise, your only 

other option is to tear it out and pour new concrete, which will be more expensive and 

inconvenient. 
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